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Dear Parents, 

This is an exciting time as your son/daughter 
approaches the end of Key Stage 3 and prepares to 
embark on Key Stage 4 courses leading to external examinations. 

The Misbourne offers a wide range of subject choices, and results at GCSE are 
good and above the national average. Most of our students then proceed into 
our very successful Sixth Form where they are able to follow more advanced 
courses leading to university, apprenticeships and future careers.  

This information brochure, together with the Guided Choices Evening, will 
provide you with more information, advice and guidance.  We offer a range of 
subjects that ensures all students’ needs are catered for to maximise success 
for all.  

Prior to the Guided Choices Evening, your son or daughter will have 
experienced taster lessons in all subjects, which will help to guide them 
towards subjects appropriate to them and enable them to achieve their full 
potential whilst at The Misbourne.  

This is an important evening which will start with an overview of the process 
and then you will be able to talk with curriculum leaders and subject teachers 
to discuss the examination requirements and look at examples of work. 

 

Mr Preston 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Head Teacher 
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KS4 Core Curriculum 

All Students will be required to take compulsory subjects which are part of the 

core curriculum at Key Stage 4.  

These subjects are: 

 English 

 English Literature 

 Mathematics 

 Science 

Further to this, students will take the following 

subjects, which will not be examined.  

These subjects are: 

 Core PE 

 Personal Development 

As well as the subjects listed above, students will study a further four subjects. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Curriculum 

http://learning.misbourne.bucks.sch.uk/course/index.php?categoryid=79
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English Language- Mrs Kalyan - Page 5 

 

English Literature- Mrs Kalyan - Page 6 

 

Mathematics- Ms Guy - Page 7 

 

Science- Ms Collacott – Page 8 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Core Subjects and 
Curriculum leaders 

 

mailto:gkirkham@bucksgfl.org.uk?subject=GCSE%20English
mailto:gkirkham@bucksgfl.org.uk?subject=GCSE%20English
mailto:mguy6@bucksgfl.org.uk?subject=GCSE%20Maths
mailto:ccollacott@bucksgfl.org.uk?subject=GCSE%20Science
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Exam Board - AQA              Syllabus - 8700 

Course Description 

The English Language course has been designed to inspire and motivate students, providing 
appropriate stretch and challenge whilst ensuring that the assessments and texts are accessible to 
all students. 
The course will enable students of all abilities to develop the skills they need to read, understand 
and analyse a wide range of different texts covering the 19th, 20th and 21st century time periods as 
well as to write clearly, coherently and accurately using a range of vocabulary and sentence 
structures. 
The course aims to encourage students to develop: 

 Reading skills – Students will be able to read accurately and fluently; understand, respond to and 
engage with a range of texts, both fiction and non-fiction; analyse and evaluate how authors 
create meaning. 

 Writing skills – Students construct and convey meaning in written Standard English, including the 
use of compositional skills to develop ideas and communicate ideas to the reader.  They will 
expand their vocabulary, organise and structure their sentences with grammatical accuracy and 
construct whole texts cohesively.  

 Speaking and listening skills – Students develop their ability to formulate, clarify and express 
their ideas, adapting to different purposes and audiences.  They will also listen and respond to 
others using the vocabulary and grammar spoken Standard English. 

Method of Assessment 

 The English Language qualification requires students to sit two, equally weighted, exams.   

 Paper 1: Explorations in Creative Reading and Writing will assess students on their ability to 
interpret and analyse an unseen extract from a literature fiction text and to complete a piece of 
descriptive or narrative writing.   

 Paper 2: Writers’ Viewpoints and Perspectives will assess students on their ability to analyse and 
compare an extract from one non-fiction text and one literary non-fiction text and to complete a 
piece of writing which presents a viewpoint. 

 Speaking and listening is a non-examination assessment and comprises one class based task.  
Students are assessed on their presenting skills, their ability to respond to questions and 
feedback and their use of Standard English. 

 

What can I do beyond 16? 

Being good at English is important in all professions.  Communicating well in speech and writing is 
crucial to anyone who has to give or receive messages, letters or reports, argue a case; the list is 
endless.  However, there are some kinds of work where being adept at English is especially 
important if you are to be successful. 
                                

 

 

 

English Language 

http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/english/gcse/english-language-8700
http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/english/gcse/english-language-8700
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Exam Board - AQA                        Syllabus - 8702 

Course Description  

All students will complete the English Literature course.  This course is fully co-teachable with English 
Language, so students will benefit from transferable skills.  It has been designed to inspire, challenge 
and motivate every student, no matter what their level of ability. 
A range of texts are included to cater for the needs of all students in all educational contexts. There 
are texts that will be familiar, as well as new ones that will inspire young readers. 
The course aims to encourage students to develop: 

 Literal and inferential comprehension: understanding a word, phrase or sentence in context; 
exploring aspects of plot, characterisation, events and settings; distinguishing between what is 
stated explicitly and what is implied.  

 Critical reading: identifying the themes, supporting a point of view by referring to evidence in 
the text; recognising the possibility of and evaluating different responses to a text; using 
understanding of writers’ social, historical and cultural contexts to inform evaluation. 

 Evaluation of a writer’s choice of vocabulary, grammatical and structural features: analysing and 
evaluating how language, structure, form and presentation contribute to quality and impact; 
using linguistic and literary terminology for evaluation. 

 Comparing texts: Comparing and contrasting texts studied, referring where relevant to theme, 
characterisation, context, style and literary quality. 

Method of Assessment  

The English Literature qualification requires students to sit two written exams.   

 Paper 1: Shakespeare and the 19th century novel will require students to answer two questions.  
Section A asks students to write in detail about an extract from the Shakespeare play they have 
studied and the play as a whole.  Section B asks students to write in detail about an extract from 
the novel they have studied and the novel as a whole.   

 Paper 2: Modern texts and poetry requires students to complete three sections.  Section A asks 
students to complete an essay question on the modern prose/poetry text studied.  Section B 
asks students to answer one comparative question based on poetry.  Section C asks students to 
answer one question on an unseen poem and one comparative question.     

 

What can I do beyond 16? 

Being good at English is important in all professions.  Communicating well in speech and writing is 
crucial to anyone who has to give or receive messages, letters or reports, argue a case; the list is 
endless.  However, there are some kinds of work where being good at English is especially important 
if you are to be successful is endless.  However, there are some kinds of work where being good at 
English is especially important if you are to be successful. 

 

 

 

 

English Literature 

http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/english/gcse/english-literature-8702
http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/english/gcse/english-literature-8702/specification-at-a-glance
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Exam Board - Edexcel                        Syllabus - 8300 

Course Description 

All students will study mathematics throughout Key Stage 4. It is the school’s policy that students 
will sit the public examination in the summer of Year 11.  

The mathematics course aims to enable students to: 

 develop fluent knowledge, skills and understanding of mathematical methods and concepts 

 acquire, select and apply mathematical techniques to solve problems 

 reason mathematically, make deductions and inferences and draw conclusions 

 Comprehend, interpret and communicate mathematical information in a variety of forms 
appropriate to the information and context. 

 

Method of Assessment 

The Edexcel Level 1/Level 2 GCSE (9 to 1) in mathematics is a tiered qualification. There are two 
tiers: 

 Foundation tier - grades 1 to 5 available 

 Higher tier - grades 4 to 9 available (grade 3 allowed) 

The assessment for each tier of entry consists of three externally-examined papers (1 hour 30 
minutes each); all three must be from the same tier of entry.  Students must complete all three 
papers in the same assessment series. 

 

What can I do beyond 16? 

This qualification prepares students for progression to further study of mathematics at AS and A 
level, and also to the study of core mathematics. These Level 3 qualifications prepare students for a 
variety of further progression routes, specifically in mathematics.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mathematics 

http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/mathematics/gcse/mathematics-8300
http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/mathematics/gcse/mathematics-8300
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Exam Board - AQA                                        Syllabus - Combined Science - 8464 

                                                                                                              Triple - 8461, 8462, 8463 

Course Description 

All students will study science.  The majority will study for Combined Science (Trilogy) and gain two 
GCSEs in science.  The top set of students will study Triple Science and gain three GCSEs rather than 
two. All students sit their exams at the end of their GCSE course in year 11. 
The science course aims to encourage candidates to develop: 

 Develop knowledge and understanding of the material, physical and living worlds 

 Develop understanding of the nature of science and its applications and the inter-relationships 
between science and society 

 Develop and apply their knowledge and understanding of the scientific process through 
hypothesis, theories and concepts, evidence and explanations 

 Develop awareness of risk and the ability to assess potential risk in the context of potential 
benefits 

 Develop skills in communication, mathematics and the use of technology in scientific contexts 

 Develop ability to evaluate claims based on science through critical analysis of the methodology, 
evidence and conclusions 

 Develop and apply observational, practical, enquiry and problem-solving skills and 
understanding in laboratory, field and other learning environments 

Method of Assessment 

 Combined Science (Trilogy) 
Two biology, two chemistry and two physics papers – each paper is 1 hour and 15 minutes long.  
Coursework has been replaced by required practical’s which are examined during the written 
papers. 

 Biology, Chemistry and Physics (Triple science) 
Two biology, two chemistry and two physics papers – each paper is 1 hour and 45 minutes long.  
Coursework has been replaced by required practical’s which are examined during the written 
papers. 

 
What can I do beyond 16? 

Being good at science is important for a variety of jobs.  Communicating well and evaluating 
evidence in a range of contexts is a skill required in many jobs.  Practical skills develop team work 
and communication skills which are vital in an ever-changing world.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 Science 

http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/science/gcse/combined-science-trilogy-8464
http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/science/gcse/combined-science-trilogy-8464
http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/science/gcse/biology-8461
http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/science/gcse/chemistry-8462
http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/science/gcse/physics-8463
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ICT/Computing- Mrs Ali 

Computer Science- Page 10 

ICT- Page 11 
 

Art and Design- Mrs Nichols 
Art- Page 12 
Photography- Page 13 
 
Applied Subjects- Mr Clegg 
Business Studies- Page 14 
Enterprise and Marketing- Page 15 
Health and Social Care- Page 16 
 
Humanities- Miss Esland 
History- Page 17 
Geography- Page 18 
Philosophy, Religion and Ethics- Page 19 
 

Modern Foreign Languages- Miss Krieger 
French and Spanish- Page 20 
 

Performing Arts- Mrs Jeffery 
Drama to be Year 9 and 10- Page 21 and 22 
Music to be Year 9 and 10- Page 23 and 24 
 

Physical Education- Miss Flitney 
PE- Page 25 
 
Technology- Mrs Cato 
Food Preparation and Nutrition- Page 26 
Level 2 Technical Award in Materials Technology- Page 27 
 
 

 

 

Guided Choices Subjects 

and Curriculum Leaders 

mailto:jrusssell2@bucksgfl.org.uk?subject=GCSE%20ICT
mailto:mnichols@bucksgfl.org.uk
mailto:rclegg@bucksgfl.org.uk?subject=GCSE%20Applied
mailto:aesland@bucksgfl.org.uk?subject=GCSE%20Geography
mailto:aesland@bucksgfl.org.uk?subject=GCSE%20Geography
mailto:dhill8@bucksgfl.org.uk?subject=GCSE%20MFL
mailto:rappleyard@bucksgfl.org.uk?subject=GCSE%20Performing%20Arts
mailto:eflitney@bucksgfl.org.uk?subject=GCSE%20PE
mailto:kcato01@bucksgfl.org.uk
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Exam Board - OCR                           Syllabus - J276 

Course Description 

 A computer science qualification will, above all else, be relevant to the modern and changing world. 
Computer science is a practical subject, where learners can apply the knowledge and skills learned in 
the classroom to real-world problems. It is an intensely creative subject that involves invention and 
excitement. A computer science qualification will value computational thinking, helping learners to 
develop the skills to solve problems and design systems that do so. 
 
Method of Assessment 

The new specification is split into three components: 

 

Component 01 
Computer Systems  
 
 

This component is focused on 
computer systems covering the 
physical elements of computer 
science and the associated theory. 
 

A written paper 
1 hour 30-minutes 
 
40% of total GCSE 

Component 02 
Computational Thinking, 
Algorithms and Programming 
 
 

This component is focused on the 
core theory of computer science 
and the application of computer 
science principles. 

A written paper 
1 hour 30-minutes 
 
40% of total GCSE  

Component 03 
Programming Project 
 
 

This component is the non-exam 
assessment where candidates will 
be challenged by a range of 
exciting and engaging tasks to 
apply the knowledge and skills 
they have learned. 
 

20 hours  
(non-exam assessment) 
 
 
20% of total GCSE 
 

 

What can I do beyond 16? 

The course provides a good way to develop critical thinking, analysis and problem-solving skills, 
which can be transferred to further learning and everyday life.  Students who want to go on to 
higher study and employment in the field of computer science will find it provides a superb stepping 
stone. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Computer Science 

http://ocr.org.uk/qualifications/gcse-computing-j275-from-2012/
http://ocr.org.uk/qualifications/gcse-computing-j275-from-2012/
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Exam Board - Edexcel                                                              Syllabus – CDA20 

Course Description – Subject to exam board approval for delivery 

ICT skills are essential for success in employment and higher education and are among the 
fundamental transferable skills required by employers. The Certificate in Digital Applications (CiDA) 
is a vocational qualification for creative learners with a passion for digital content. 

Method of Assessment 

Unit 1  
Developing Web Products 
 
 

This unit aims to give students the 
knowledge and skills they 
need to produce attention 
grabbing web products using 
web authoring software, 
multimedia assets and navigation 
features. 
Students will demonstrate their 
ability to design, build and test 
a web product in a practical 
computer-based examination 

Practical examination 
2 hours 30-minutes 
 
25% of final grade 

Unit 3  
Artwork and Imaging 

This unit aims to give students the 
skills to use the tools and 
techniques provided by artwork 
and imaging software to 
design and create effective 
graphic products for specified 
purposes and audiences. Students 
will investigate a range of graphic 
products to find out how images 
are used to 
convey a particular message.  

Summative project 
 
75% of final grade 
 

 

What can I do beyond 16? 

The CiDA qualification aims to empower learners to play an active role in the digital sector rather 
than being simply consumers of digital content. Tailor-made to meet the needs of today’s creative 
industries, the qualifications cover imaging, creative multimedia, website development and 
computer game production. 
 
The CiDA qualification is ideal for students who want the opportunity to explore and acquire a broad 
understanding and knowledge of the creative digital industries, and the ability to apply that 
knowledge in practical contexts.   
 
After completing a CiDA qualification, you’ll have the foundation of knowledge and skills you need to 
progress to further study of computing and IT-related courses at level 3. 
  

ICT 

https://qualifications.pearson.com/en/qualifications/digital-applications-cida-dida/cida-2012.html
https://qualifications.pearson.com/content/dam/pdf/Digital-Applications/CiDA/2012/Specification-and-sample-assessments/9781446938645_CIDA_L2_ISSUE_3.pdf
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Exam Board - Edexcel                                                 Syllabus - 1AD0 

Course Description 

The art and design course aims to provide students with the knowledge and expertise to thrive 
successfully in a career relating to the creative industries. We live in a visual world and throughout 
this course students will study art, craft and design in order to acquire the skills to investigate, 
analyse and experiment.  They will also develop practical skills to express ideas and use visual 
language.  Students will have the opportunity to use varied materials and techniques such as 
sculpture, print making, silk painting, mixed–media, painting and drawing; the list is endless. 

Students will: 

 Research and investigate given themes to a very high standard 

 Analyse their own work and that of professional artists 

 Experiment with materials and techniques to produce independent work 

 Become highly organised with the ability to meet tight deadlines 

 Express their ideas, feelings and meanings with confidence  

 Students will also develop an understanding of the language and conventions of art and design  

Method of Assessment 

 The course consists of three compulsory units.  

 Two units are assessed internally through the production of sketchbook pages and final pieces. 
This is the coursework element which has a weighting of 60%.  

 The third unit is assessed externally and this is a practical examination, with a weighting of 40%. 
 
Recommended equipment 

Students can purchase a selection of art materials from the school.  A starter pack is available which 

includes all materials required for their first year including an A2 sketchbook and folder.  Near the 

end of the course, an A2 presentation portfolio will be required for examination purposes.  

What can I do beyond 16? 

The creative industries are the largest growing sector of our economy worth a staggering 8 million 

pounds per second. Art is not simply being an artist in the studio. Today, employers are recruiting 

candidates that are creative into so many different industries; examples of this in action can be seen 

in television programmes like the Apprentice, Dragons Den and Masterchef. Research careers in the 

Creative Industries to discover the many different opportunities open to you 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Art and Design 

http://qualifications.pearson.com/en/qualifications/edexcel-gcses/art-and-design-2016.html
http://qualifications.pearson.com/en/qualifications/edexcel-gcses/art-and-design-2016.html
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Exam Board - Edexcel                                     Syllabus - 1PY0 

Course Description 

Photography provides students with the opportunity to experience and explore their surroundings. 
The Misbourne photography course encourages candidates to develop: 

 An understanding of how to take a photograph which leads and inspires any viewer. To do this 
successfully students need to understand a wide variety of skills including composition, use of 
light, colour in photography and how to focus effectively. 

 Knowing how to use ones camera is key in achieving successful shots. Students will learn how to 
use a digital LSR camera, however each camera’s controls are different and so students are 
expected to know their own camera and how to move from one setting to the next. Students are 
expected to have their own cameras as photo-shoots are completed outside of school to ensure 
diversity in their shots and ideas. 

 Students will learn how to use professional publishing software (Adobe InDesign) to build their 
sketchbooks and display their work (these are stored on 16GB memory sticks). 

 Students must demonstrate skills using two disciplines, therefore alongside raw digital 
photography, students learn how to edit and create images using Adobe Photoshop. 

 Research, analytical and evaluation skills will also be taught to enrich the way students see and 
explore the visual world and this will assist any career path in future. Students will achieve the 
confidence to express their opinion and make informed decisions through verbal, visual and 
written presentations. 

 Students explore contemporary and historical practitioners that inspire and inform their 
individual ideas.  

Method of Assessment 

Photography is a coursework subject, students  sit a timed test at the end of the course but this is a 
practical test/exam with no written paper.  

 The coursework element is 60% and takes the form of two units across the two years. 

 The externally set assignment (the exam) is worth 40% and takes the form of a mini sketchbook 
across eight weeks and a ten hour timed test at the end where students will edit their work and 
create Photoshop outcomes. 

 Students work is assessed under four assessment objectives, each piece of work is assessed 
within the body of work and therefore all work is equally as important. Homework is coursework 
and therefore needs to be completed to gain marks in each assessment category. 

What can I do beyond 16? 

We live in a visual world; everything around us is designed and photographed. Photography is 
growing in popularity and the possibilities are evolving every day. Being able to think visually and 
develop ideas, are invaluable skills and are desired by companies big and small. 

 

 

 

 

Photography 

https://qualifications.pearson.com/content/dam/pdf/GCSE/Art%20and%20Design/2016/specification-and-sample-assessments/art-design-spec-updated.pdf
https://qualifications.pearson.com/content/dam/pdf/GCSE/Art%20and%20Design/2016/specification-and-sample-assessments/art-design-spec-updated.pdf
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Exam Board - Edexcel (GCSE)                Syllabus - QN603/0295/1  

 

Course Description 

OCR’s GCSE in Business is an up-to-date and engaging qualification that is relevant to the world of 
business today. This qualification equips learners with the skills and confidence to explore how 
different business situations affect business decisions. It is a well-rounded introduction to the 
subject. The qualification will encourage learners to make informed choices about a wide range of 
further learning opportunities and career pathways as well as develop life skills that enable them to 
become financially and commercially aware. 
 

Method of Assessment 

Unit 1: Business activity, marketing and people - This component introduces learners to business 
concepts and issues concerning the activities of a business. It explores the purpose and role of a 
business from first spotting an enterprising opportunity through to the growth of an established 
business. It takes a closer look at the role of marketing and human resources. Topics will include: 

 The role of business enterprise and entrepreneurship 

 Business ownership 

 The role of marketing 

 The marketing mix 

 Recruitment and selection 

 Training and development 
Unit 2: Operations finance and influence on business - This component takes a closer look at the 
role of operations and finance and introduces learners to external influences on business. It explores 
the importance of these influences and how businesses change in response to them.  Topics will 
include: 

 Location of business 

 Production processes 

 Sources of finance 

 Financial documents e.g. break-even, cash flow 

 The economic climate 

 Globalisation 
 
What can I do beyond 16? 

Students can go on to study A-Level Business, A Level Economics and OCR Technical Business level 3. 

 

 

 

 

 

Business Studies 

https://www.edexcel.com/migrationdocuments/GCSE%20New%20GCSE/GCSE_Business_Spec_2012.pdf
http://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/gcse-business-j204-from-2017/
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Exam Board- OCR             Syllabus- SPEC 

Course Description 

This qualification is for learners aged 14-16 who wish to develop applied knowledge and practical 
skills in enterprise and marketing. It is designed with both practical and theoretical elements, which 
will prepare students for further study of qualifications in enterprise, marketing or business.  

 
Method of Assessment 

Students are assessed through a range of engaging and practical activities via centre assessed and 
externally assessed material.  Students study the following three units: 
 

 Unit 1: Enterprise and marketing concepts (Exam) - learners will understand the main activities 
that will need to happen to support a start-up business and what the key factors are to consider 
when starting up a business. Learners will understand how and why customer segmentation is 
used and how to target a customer market. They will also develop an understanding of how to 
attract and retain customers, the techniques to use when developing products and how to 
investigate what makes a product viable. 

 Unit 2: Design a business proposal (Centre Assessed) - Learners will be able to identify a 
customer profile for their own product design, develop market research tools and use these to 
complete market research for their product. Learners will use their research outcomes to 
generate product design ideas, assess their strengths and weaknesses and work collaboratively 
with peers to gain feedback to inform final design decisions. Learners will complete financial 
calculations to select a pricing strategy and determine whether their proposal is viable. 

 Unit 3: Market and pitch a business proposal (Centre Assessed) – This unit will provide learners 
with the skills and knowledge to create a brand identity and promotional plan for their product 
proposal, developed in Unit R065. They will be able to pitch their product proposal to an 
external audience after completing a practice pitch, and complete a review of both their pitching 
skills and product proposal, using their learning from this qualification, self-assessment and 
feedback generated. By completing this unit, learners will know how to use a combination of 
branding and promotional methods that complement each other and appeal to a specific 
customer profile. They will gain the crucial skills of professionally pitching to an unknown 
audience. This will help to prepare them both for employment situations such as interviews and 
for starting up a business in the future, while also developing the transferable skill of presenting 
information to others in a clear and persuasive manner. 

 

What can I do beyond 16? 

Students can go on to study A-Level Business, A-Level Economics and OCR Technical Business level 3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Enterprise and Marketing 

 

http://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/cambridge-nationals-business-level-1-2-award-business-and-enterprise-level-1-2-certificate-j804-j814/
http://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/338513-specification.pdf
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Exam Board - OCR                          Syllabus - 603/0386/4 

Course Description 

The Cambridge National in health and social care course aims to: 

 actively engage in the processes of health and social care in order to develop as effective and 
independent students. 

 understand aspects of personal development, and the health, social care and early years sectors, 
through investigation and evaluation of a range of services and organisations. 

 develop a critical and analytical approach to problem solving within the health, social care and 
early years sectors. 

 examine issues which affect the nature and quality of human life, including an appreciation of 
diversity and cultural issues. 

 develop their awareness of the influences on an individual’s health and wellbeing. 

 understand the importance of motivation and support when improving health. 

 

Method of Assessment 

Everyone will take the following four mandatory units: 

• Principles of working in health, social care and childcare 

• Health and safety in practice 

• Working in a person-centred way  

• Safeguarding 

 
These units will give learners knowledge and understanding of the underlying principles of working 
in the sector such as key legislation and how to maintain health and safety for both themselves and 
individuals who require care and support. Learners will also gain skills in planning and adopting a 
person-centred approach to care and know how to deal with suspicions or disclosures of harm or 
abuse, as and when they occur. 

Learners will choose to study one of two specialised pathways depending on the career they wish to 
pursue. Depending on the pathway chosen, the units that the learners take, will vary. 

 

What can I do beyond 16? 

The course links well to A Level PE and the sciences 

 

 

 

 

 

Health and Social Care 

http://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/vocational-education-and-skills/cambridge-technicals-health-and-social-care-level-2-2016-suite/
http://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/vocational-education-and-skills/cambridge-technicals-health-and-social-care-level-2-2016-suite/
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Exam Board - AQA                                         Syllabus - 8145 
Course Description  

The history course aims to encourage candidates to develop: 

 History teaches students to be able to explain key ideas, concepts and events in a detailed 
and forensic way to give them a broad understanding of the diverse topic areas studied 
within the course.  

 Students can develop analytical skills that will help them to look at a piece of text and 
understand hidden and explicit meaning within that text.  

 Students will be able to evaluate the impact of events on society  

 Students will develop presentation skills through a variety of independent and group 
activities. 

 Questioning the validity of sources to support evaluative comments on the impact of 
significant events in our past.  

 The history course will help students to develop communication skills to ensure they 
become well rounded, literate students prepared for future careers and higher education.   

 
Method of Assessment 
 
The history qualification requires students to sit two exam papers. This will test their written 
communication skills and their ability to recall knowledge.  

 The first paper is based on modern History and is 1 hour and 45 minutes long. This paper is 
out of a possible 84 marks. The second paper has a focus on shaping the world around them, 
this is again 1 hour and 45 minutes long and is out of a possible 84 marks. 

 Paper two includes an environment study. This will look at how a specific sites use has 
changed over time and consider changes in function, occupation and events have changed 
over time. This environment study equated to 10% of the overall GCSE.  

 

What can I do beyond 16? 

History can open the doors to a variety of different career and educational paths for all students, the 
communication, presentation and analytical skills will ensure students are ready for any avenue you 
decide to pursue.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

History  

http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/history/gcse/history-8145
http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/history/gcse/history-8145
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Exam Board - AQA                                       Syllabus - 8035  

Course Description 

The geography course aims to encourage students to:  

 Develop their communication skills in verbal and written form. Students are encouraged to 
contribute to class discussions and share their own views, as well as clearly explain and 
develop their points in written form.  There will also be times when students will need to do 
presentations and debates within lessons.  

 Work independently and take responsibility for their learning.  

 Interpret graphs, photos and statistics, to describe what they show and the reasons behind 
the information.  

 Take an interest in the world around them as geography is ultimately the study of the world 
and people in it. Students need to keep up to date with current events and issues that are 
taking place around the world.  

 

Method of Assessment 

The geography course requires students to sit three exams. All will assess students’ ability to 
respond to a range of questions from simple comprehension tasks worth one mark, to extended 
writing pieces that are worth 9 marks.  

 Unit 1 - Living with the Physical Environment: Natural Hazards, The Living World and Physical 
Landscapes in the UK  

 Unit 2 - Challenges in the Human Environment: Urban Issues and Challenges, The Changing 
Economic World and The Challenge of Resource Management. These exams are an hour and 
a half each and count for 35% of the course each.  

 Unit 3 - Geographical Applications - This will assess key geographical and fieldwork skills and 
an issue evaluation relating to a specific issue set by the exam board. This exam is 1 hour 15 
minutes and counts for 30% of the GCSE. 

 

What can I do beyond 16? 

Geography is an incredibly valuable subject because it is the study of the world around you and can 
be related to everything. It is both a humanities and a science and so can be useful for many careers. 
You will be taught and encouraged to develop a wide range of skills from extended writing to graphs, 
presentation and fieldwork skills, which will ensure you are a well-rounded individual for the 
workplace or university. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Geography 

http://www.aqa.org.uk/
http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/geography/gcse/geography-8035
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Exam Board - AQA                        Syllabus - 8062 

Course Description 

The philosophy of religion and ethics course aims to encourage students to develop: 

 The ability to critically assess a range of philosophical, religious and ethical issues, such as the 
morality of war and issues of evil and suffering, leading to the development of strong and 
cohesive arguments and personal opinions on these matters. 

 The ability to reflect upon ultimate questions about the meaning and purpose of life, and to 
develop their own reasoned response to those questions. 

 Develop both written and verbal communication skills through the use of debate, presentations 
and range of short and extended written tasks. 

 Develop knowledge, skills and an understanding of a wide range of key concepts, teachings and 
views, using quotes and specialist vocabulary to support this. 

 The ability to engage with and keep up to date with current events in a variety of interactive and 
thought provoking ways. 

 

Method of Assessment 

Philosophy and ethics is 100% written exam.  

 Component 1: The study of religions 
This unit is worth 50% of the overall marks. This unit expects students to develop an 
understanding of beliefs, teachings and practices of two religions, Christianity and Islam. 1 hour 
45 minute exam 

 Component 2: Philosophy and Ethics 
This unit is worth 50% of the overall marks. This unit expects students to develop an 
understanding and critical assessment of a range of philosophical and ethical issues surrounding, 
war and peace, crime and punishment, matters of human and animal life and death and the 
existence of God. 1 hour 45 minute exam 

 

What can I do beyond 16? 

The ability to consider and critically assess a range of views and construct strong cohesive arguments 
is a skill that is highly valued both by further education and employers. The skills that you will learn 
will ensure you are a well-rounded individual for the workplace or university. Philosophy and Ethics 
lends itself to careers such in the Law sector, Public Services, Education and Charity.  Philosophy and 
Ethics is available to study A-Level. 

 

 

 

 

 

Philosophy, Religion 
and Ethics 

http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/religious-studies/gcse/religious-studies-b-4055/spec-at-a-glance
http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/religious-studies/gcse/religious-studies-a-8062
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Exam Board- AQA                              Syllabus- French 8658 Spanish 8698 

Course Description 
 
Have you ever been stuck trying to ask for directions or ordering food abroad?  Perhaps you have 
watched a foreign film and wished you did not need to read the subtitles?  Whether you dream of living 
overseas, travelling the world with work and helping people communicate: gaining language skills can 
help you. Combined, there are over 50 countries in the world where French and Spanish is the first 
spoken language.  So really, the world is your oyster!   

The qualifications are linear which means that students will sit all their examinations at the end of 
the course. There are three key themes that underpin the qualifications and on which all 
assessments are based: 

1. Identity and culture 
2. Local, national, international and global areas of interest 
3. Current and future study and employment 
 

Method of Assessment 

 Unit 1: Listening - Understanding and responding to different types of spoken language  
35 minutes (Foundation) / 45 minutes (Higher) 
25% of GCSE 

 Unit 2: Speaking - Communicating and interacting effectively in speech for a variety of 
purposes 
7-9 minutes (Foundation) / 10-12 minutes (Higher) 
25% of GCSE 

 Unit 3: Reading - Understanding and responding to different types of written language 
45 minutes (Foundation) / 1 hour (Higher) 
25% of GCSE 

 Unit 4: Writing - Communicating effectively in writing for a variety of purposes 
1 hour (Foundation) / 1 hour 15 minutes (Higher) 
25% of GCSE 

How can I use MFL post 16? 

Being proficient in a foreign language is highly valued by both employers and universities. It can be 
powerful and life changing and used in almost any career, enabling young people to take their place in a 
multi-lingual global society. However, there are some kinds of work where being good at French/Spanish 
is especially important if you are to be successful and where the use of a foreign language is one of the 
essential skills. If you are able to speak a foreign language, it will increase your chances of finding work 
abroad, whatever job you want to do. 

Most big companies have offices in more than one place too. For example Google has 70 offices all over 
the world – from Bogota to Beijing, so being able to speak a second language could increase your 
chances of getting hired and moving up within a company, even if it’s not the main part of the job. 
Languages are useful for a wide variety of careers especially those involving translation or 
communication with people from non-English speaking countries. They are also useful for careers in 
tourism, government, politics, media, publishing, and journalism.  

      MFL (French, Spanish) 

http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/languages/gcse
http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/languages/gcse/french-8658
http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/languages/gcse/spanish-8698
https://successatschool.org/advice/gap-years
https://successatschool.org/advice/gap-years
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Exam Board - Eduqas       Syllabus – 601/8420/6 

Course Description 

The Eduqas GCSE (9-1) in Drama is a creative, fun, dynamic course which explores the art form of 

drama from the perspective of an actor, director and designer. Students work on a variety of 

scripted performances, theatrical styles and exciting devised work based around a stimulus. They 

also have a written exam where they are assessed on their evaluation of their characterisation skills 

and performances as well as pieces of live theatre they have been to see. Students will be taught a 

grounding and understanding of the influences of theatre practitioners who have made theatre what 

it is today. Students will then also be taught theories of acting in performance through practical 

sessions. There will also be a strong focus on the devising process, script interpretation, team work, 

collaboration, creativity and confidence.  

Method of Assessment 

Over the course, students will undertake three components, two practical components and one 
written exam.  

 Component 1: Devising Theatre (40% of qualification) - As a group you will be asked to 
create, develop and perform a piece of devised theatre using either the techniques of a 
theatre practitioner or a genre, in response to a stimulus set by EDUQAS. Accompanying this 
you will be asked to produce a portfolio of supporting evidence about the process (750-900 
words) as coursework and an evaluation of the final performance or design in exam conditions 
(1 hour 30 minutes).  

 Component 2: Performing from a Text (20% of qualification) - You will study two extracts 
from the same play text culminating in one performance to a visiting examiner using sections 
of text from both extracts (Between 5-14 minutes depending on group size) 

 Component 3: Interpreting Theatre (40% of qualification: 
Section A: Set Text A series of questions on one set text from a choice of five:  
The Tempest, William Shakespeare, 2. The Caucasian Chalk Circle, Bertolt Brecht, 3. Hard to 
Swallow, Mark Wheeller, 4. War Horse, Michael Morpurgo, adapted by Nick Stafford, 5. DNA, 
Dennis Kelly.  
Section B: Live Theatre Review  
One question, from a choice of two, requiring analysis and evaluation of a given aspect of a 
live theatre production seen during the course. 

 
Arts Award 
Alongside their GCSE Drama course students will be given the opportunity to achieve the Silver Arts 
Award.  
 

What can I do beyond 16? 

GCSE Drama is an excellent preparation for working within the drama industry or further study in 

Sixth Form and then higher education. Ultimately, this course is designed so that students advance 

their knowledge, understanding and skills in all elements of acting and performance. Employers 

value drama students as they can show excellent focus if they have been used to well-structured 

practice and rehearsal. They recognise that drama students have excellent communication and 

confident presentation skills, as well as an ability to work in team. 

To be Year 9  

Performing Arts (Acting) 
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Exam Board - Eduqas       Syllabus – 601/8420/6 

Course Description 

The Eduqas GCSE in Drama is a creative, fun, dynamic course which explores the art form of drama 

from the perspective of an actor, director and designer. Students work on a variety of scripted 

performances, theatrical styles and exciting devised work based around a stimulus. They also have a 

written exam where they are assessed on their evaluation of their characterisation skills and 

performances as well as pieces of live theatre they have been to see. Students will be taught a 

grounding and understanding of the influences of theatre practitioners who have made theatre what 

it is today. Students will then also be taught theories of acting in performance through practical 

sessions. There will also be a strong focus on the devising process, script interpretation, team work, 

collaboration, creativity and confidence.  

Method of Assessment 

Over the course, students will undertake three components, two practical components and one 
written exam.  

 Component 1: Devising Theatre (40% of qualification)  - As a group you will be asked to 
create, develop and perform a piece of devised theatre using either the techniques of a 
theatre practitioner or a genre, in response to a stimulus set by EDUQAS. Accompanying 
this you will be asked to produce a portfolio of supporting evidence about the process (750-
900 words) as coursework and an evaluation of the final performance or design in exam 
conditions (1 hour 30 minutes).  

 Component 2: Performing from a Text (20% of qualification)  - You will study two extracts 
from the same play text culminating in one performance to a visiting examiner using 
sections of text from both extracts (Between 5-14 minutes depending on group size) 

 Component 3: Interpreting Theatre (40% of qualification)  
Section A: Set Text A series of questions on one set text from a choice of five:  
The Tempest, William Shakespeare, 2. The Caucasian Chalk Circle, Bertolt Brecht, 3. Hard to 
Swallow, Mark Wheeller, 4. War Horse, Michael Morpurgo, adapted by Nick Stafford, 5. 
DNA, Dennis Kelly.  
Section B: Live Theatre Review  
One question, from a choice of two, requiring analysis and evaluation of a given aspect of a 
live theatre production seen during the course. 

 
What can I do beyond 16? 

GCSE Drama is an excellent preparation for working within the drama industry or further study in 

Sixth Form and then higher education. Ultimately, this course is designed so that students advance 

their knowledge, understanding and skills in all elements of acting and performance. Employers 

value drama students as they can show excellent focus if they have been used to well-structured 

practice and rehearsal. They recognise that drama students have excellent communication and 

confident presentation skills, as well as an ability to work in team.  

 

To be Year 10 

Performing Arts (Acting) 
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Exam Board - Pearson                              Syllabus - BF033226 (600/6818/8) 

Course Description 

This course in music is designed to inspire and enthuse students to consider a career in the music 
industry, rather than only participate in music recreationally. There will be an opportunity to gain a 
broad knowledge and understanding of, and develop skills in, the music industry, the live sound 
industry, solo or group professional performance, or music promotion and publishing. The students 
will work collaboratively on assignments to research, plan and deliver music based activities, 
compositions, events and performances. The students will develop their own performing skills 
through solo and ensemble performances as well as explore other avenues across the industry and 
experience first-hand the roles within the industry.  

Method of Assessment 

Over the course, students will undertake four units, two core units and two from a selection of 
optional units. These optional units will be performance and composition based. BTEC courses are 
graded pass, merit, distinction and students are marked to specific criteria set out at the beginning 
of each unit and assignment: 

 The Music Industry (Core) 
In this unit students are provided an overview of the industry, particularly focusing on the 
shape of the modern industry and covering the emergence of the role of the self-
employed producer, performer and promoter. This is assessed in a one hour written 
exam paper which can be taken in January or June in each year of the course. 

 Managing a Music Product (Core) 
This unit looks at the development of a music product, as well as providing a vehicle for 
demonstrating skills and learning, it also introduces the role of planning and promotion in 
the management of a music product. Students can base their work on a live concert, 
event, a CD or online product, providing opportunities for both music performers and 
technologists. 
 

Arts Award 
Alongside their BTEC Music course students will be given the opportunity to achieve the Silver Arts 
Award.  
  
What can I do beyond 16? 

BTEC Music is an excellent preparation for working within the music industry or further study in Sixth 
Form and then higher education. Ultimately this course is designed so that students advance their 
knowledge, understanding and skills in all elements of music and performance.  This course give 
students the potential opportunity to enter employment within a wide range of junior job roles 
across the music industry, for example runner, roadie (backline technical support), stage crew, 
venue staff, music promotion, and retail and sales roles. 
 
The Level 2 course offers a support for progression to a more specialised Level 3 vocational or 
academic music course or an apprenticeship in the industry. 

 
 

To be Year 9 

Music (BTEC) 

https://www.edexcel.com/migrationdocuments/BTEC%20Firsts%20from%202012/first-award-music-sop.pdf
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Exam Board - Pearson                              Syllabus - BF033226 (600/6818/8) 

Course Description 

This course in music is designed to inspire and enthuse students to consider a career in the music 
industry, rather than only participate in music recreationally. There will be an opportunity to gain a 
broad knowledge and understanding of, and develop skills in, the music industry, the live sound 
industry, solo or group professional performance, or music promotion and publishing. The students 
will work collaboratively on assignments to research, plan and deliver music based activities, 
compositions, events and performances. The students will develop their own performing skills 
through solo and ensemble performances as well as explore other avenues across the industry and 
experience first-hand the roles within the industry.  

Method of Assessment 

Over the course, students will undertake four units, two core units and two from a selection of 
optional units. These optional units will be performance and composition based. BTEC courses are 
graded pass, merit, distinction and students are marked to specific criteria set out at the beginning 
of each unit and assignment: 

  The Music Industry (Core) 
In this unit students are provided an overview of the industry, particularly focusing on the 
shape of the modern industry and covering the emergence of the role of the self-employed 
producer, performer and promoter. This is assessed in a one hour written exam paper which 
can be taken in January or June in each year of the course. 

 Managing a Music Product (Core) 
This unit looks at the development of a music product, as well as providing a vehicle for 
demonstrating skills and learning, it also introduces the role of planning and promotion in the 
management of a music product. Students can base their work on a live concert, event, a CD 
or online product, providing opportunities for both music performers and technologists. 

 
 
What can I do beyond 16? 

BTEC Music is an excellent preparation for working within the music industry or further study in Sixth 
Form and then higher education. Ultimately this course is designed so that students advance their 
knowledge, understanding and skills in all elements of music and performance.  This course give 
students the potential opportunity to enter employment within a wide range of junior job roles 
across the music industry, for example runner, roadie (backline technical support), stage crew, 
venue staff, music promotion, and retail and sales roles. 
The Level 2 course offers a support for progression to a more specialised Level 3 vocational or 
academic music course or an apprenticeship in the industry. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

To be Year 10 

Music (BTEC) 

https://www.edexcel.com/migrationdocuments/BTEC%20Firsts%20from%202012/first-award-music-sop.pdf
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Exam Board - Edexcel                                  Syllabus - 2PE01 

Course Description 

This course is aimed at those students who are especially enthusiastic towards their sport and who 

actively take part in regular physical activity.  

Students will have five lessons across a two week timetabled period, of which one will usually be a 
practical lesson with the other four being theory lessons. 
 
Method of Assessment 

 Component 1: Fitness and Body Systems 
Written exam 1 hour and 45 minutes (90 marks) = 36% of overall qualification. 
Topics include: applied anatomy and physiology, movement analysis and physical training. 

 Component 2: Health and Performance 
Written exam 1 hour and 15 minutes (70 marks) = 24% of overall qualification. 
Topics include: health, fitness and well-being, sports psychology and socio-cultural 
influences. 

 Component 3: Practical Performance 
Non-examined assessment – internally marked and externally moderated (30% of overall 
qualification). 

 Component 4: Personal Exercise Plan (PEP) 
Non-examined assessment – internally marked and externally moderated (10% of overall 
qualification). 

 

What can I do beyond 16? 

PE can open up a wide range of doors. The next step could be the Level 3 Cambridge Technical in 
Sport and Physical Activity. This course then allows for the transfer to a variety of university courses 
or jobs. Courses some of our students have gone on to study at degree level include: sport and 
leisure management, physiotherapy, sports psychology, sport and exercise science, teaching and 
sports coaching. 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Physical Education 

https://www.edexcel.com/migrationdocuments/GCSE%20New%20GCSE/GCSE_PE_Spec.pdf
https://www.edexcel.com/migrationdocuments/GCSE%20New%20GCSE/GCSE_PE_Spec.pdf
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Exam Board - AQA                         Syllabus - 8585 

Course Description   

 

Food Preparation and Nutrition will provide valuable life skills through a combination of practical 
and theory lessons. Food Preparation and Nutrition aims to develop independent and enquiring 
minds through a broad range of subject material covered over two years. Students are encouraged 
to be imaginative and innovative through developing and making high quality products.  Students 
will also consider food provenance and environmental impact on the world and consider ways in 
which these can be reduced. 
Food Preparation and Nutrition allows students to demonstrate their creativity when making food 
products as well as to gain an understanding of food science and nutrition.  Over the two-year 
course students will cover a number of different areas and will build upon their knowledge gained at 
Key Stage 3.  
In addition to this, students become food designers by creating and making a range of specific 
products in response to a design brief. Food Preparation and Nutrition tailors to students who love 
practical, hands on work and enjoy being creative.   
 
Method of Assessment 

 Written exam: 1 hour 45 minutes (50% of final grade). 

 Non-exam assessment: Students will complete two tasks; 
Food Investigation assessment - Students will write a report on their understanding of the 
scientific principles that underpin the preparation and cooking of food based on a board set 
topic. (15% of the final grade). 
Food Preparation assessment - Students will research, prepare, plan, cook and present a 
three course menu, practising and applying a variety of technical skills, within 3 hours based 
on a board set task. Students will also be required to complete sensory testing, cost and 
nutritionally analyse their final dishes. (35% of the final grade) 

 
What can I do beyond 16? 
 
Upon completion of this course, students will be qualified to go on to further study, embark on an 
apprenticeship with a view to going into a full time career in the catering or food industries such as 
professional chefs, nutritionists or product development.  
 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 

Food Preparation 

and Nutrition 

http://www.aqa.org.uk/
http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/food-preparation-and-nutrition/gcse/food-preparation-and-nutrition-8585
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Exam Board - AQA                          Syllabus – 3740 

Course Description 

Ideally suited for students who want to study materials in a practical way and understand the 
working properties of woods, metals and polymers (plastics). It will enable learners to work in a 
hands-on way to develop the core skills to make high quality products using woods, metals and 
polymers. Students will have the opportunity to use traditional skills and also modern technologies. 
This technical award will help learners develop the knowledge, skills and experience and could 
potentially open the door to a career in related industries. These vocational qualifications fulfil entry 
requirements for academic and vocational study post-16, and will count as equivalent to one GCSE. 
 
This Level 2 Award in Materials Technology gives learners a whole host of technical transferable 
skills including communication and teamwork. The course will develop a wide range of practical 
making skills including using hand tools for cutting or shaping, casting or moulding, and using joining 
and finishing techniques in a range of materials. Learners will also develop an understanding of 
commercial processes and an in-depth knowledge of materials and their properties. 

Method of Assessment 

 Unit 1: Skills demonstration (Internally assessed - 30% of overall qualification) 
Learners undertake a number of mini projects that will allow them to be assessed against 8 
practical skills (30% of overall qualification).  

 Unit 2: Extended making project (Internally assessed - 30% of overall qualification) 
Learners will undertake an extended making project that showcases the skills they have 
developed through unit 1 and the knowledge they have developed through Unit 2. Learners 
will also produce a made outcome in addition to a small portfolio to evidence the planning 
and development and testing and evaluation stages.  

 Unit 3: Fundamentals of materials technology (Externally assessed written exam – 40% of 
overall qualification). 
Section A - 20 multiple choice questions (20 marks) 
Section B - Mixture of short answer and extended response questions (76 marks) 

              Learners will be assessed on their knowledge and understanding of the following:  

 materials and their working properties 

 processes and manufacture 

 joining, components, adhesives and finishes 

 commercial practice 

 sustainability 

 careers opportunities 
                                                                                                                                                                            

What can I do beyond 16? 

Upon completion, learners can progress to Technical Certificates and other Level 3 vocational 

qualifications such as NVQ Carpentry or Manufacturing and Production and A-level Design and 

Level 2 Technical Award in 

Materials Technology 

http://www.aqa.org.uk/
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Technology: Product Design. It will also support a career choice within the building and 

manufacturing industry, as it allows students to develop their practical skills.  


